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Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful committed people can change 
the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has. 
- Margaret Mead?
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Stakeholder Perspectives on NMUN Ceremonies
This is very difficult to me, because I want to share this video and express 
my feelings from the depths of my being. But for that, I must do it from my 
mother language. Nevertheless, I want my friends from other countries to 
understand what I write, so I should do it in English. 
In the closing ceremony, I was very moody. Sincerely, I was crying the 
whole day realizing that this experience was going to end. When I saw this 
show commenced, I started recording with tears in my eyes. I was thinking 
about how much this Model have cost for the host. University of Kobe 
received us, each delegate, with such generosity. 
More than 300 volunteers, if I remember rightly, offered for helping in 
whatever. Most of the tourist guides were my age and they had everything 
previously planned (awesome). I was thinking about the students, which 
planned the shows of the ceremonies, the students-volunteers which offered 
to receive us at airport, the students-volunteers which were in every stop for 
we do not get lost. I did not have any words. It was a very intense and 
powerful week, and it was going to end with a wonderful show. 
I have learnt a lot from them: I have learnt a lot from their patience, their 
level of preparation (so high), their kindness and their respectful way to be. 
Those lections were one of the most valuable things I take from Japan! 
Thank so much! You volunteers are very amazing people! (Jhonatan Diaz, 
Universidad de Santiago de Chile) 
?
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I sincerely think that the success of NMUN Japan is not because it 
succeeded because "someone" did its best, but because of the efforts of "all 
the people involved". ????????????????
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I finally felt that not only the establishment of relationships of mutual trust 
between members, but also the transmission of intentions and the progress 
of the meeting was completed in a very systematic way. ?????? ????????
?
???? ????????????? ??? ???????????????? ????? ??????? ????????? ???? ????? ???? ???? ????????
???????? ??? ???????????????
?
…when participating in a long-term project in the future, I felt that I should 
pay attention to whether the process of decision-making is clearly presented. 
It should surely be directly connected to the motivation of stakeholders, and 
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